
VAPOR PHASE INFRARED SPECTROSCOPY AND ANHARMONIC AB INITIO FUNDAMENTAL FREQUENCIESOF AMMONIA BORANEROBERT L. SAMS, SOTIRIS S. XANTHEAS, and THOMAS A. BLAKE, , Pai� Northwest National Lab-oratory, P.O. Box 999, Mail Stop K8-88, Rihland, WA 99352 (PNNL is operated for the US Department ofEnergy by the Battelle Memorial Institute under ontrat DE-AC05-76RL0 1830).Ammonia borane (NH3BH3) has garnered onsiderable interest in reent years as a solid state hydrogen storage material for fuel ells.While many papers have been published on its physial and hemial properties, its vapor phase infrared spetrum has not yet beenreported. A 1973 paper by Smith, Seshardi, and White a reported the matrix isolation spetrum of ammonia borane and this has beenused as the infrared spetrum of the fundamental modes of the isolated moleule sine. Using a White ell with an optial path set to68 meters and a room temperature sample, an adequate pressure-pathlength burden was ahieved that allowed the moderate resolutionspetrum of ammonia borane to be reorded using a Bruker IFS 120HR Fourier transform spetrometer. Additionally, �rst priniplesCCSD(T) and MP2 eletroni struture alulations of the fundamental mode frequenies were performed. The harmoni frequenieswere omputed at the CCSD(T) level whereas anharmoni orretions were estimated at the MP2 levels of theory. The moleule has anethane-like struture (elipsed onformation) of C3v symmetry with �ve A1 symmetry vibrational modes, an inative A2 torsional modeand six degenerate E symmetry modes. Of the �ve A1 modes, four were observed: sym. B�H streth at 2298.6 m�1 (2444 m�1alulated); sym. NH3 deformation 1281.8 (1271); sym. BH3 deformation 1176.5 (1182); B�N streth 610 (593). The B�N strethmode is very weak. Of the six E symmetry modes, four were observed: asym. N�H streth 3419.2 (3376); asym. B�H streth 2407.9(2369); asym. NH3 deformation 1613.8 (1531); and the asym. BH3 deformation 1042.2 (1127).aJ. Smith, K.S. Seshadri and D. White, J. Mole. Spetros. 45 327 (1973).


